
TRIYANA VERSUS EKA.YANA, OR THE 
THREE VEHICLES IN CONFLICT 

WITH THE ONE VEHICLE

The Hosso philosophy signifies a turuing point in the 
history of Bucldhist thought. Though being a Chinese 
school, the Hosso School stands, like the Sanron School, on 
tht shoulders of an Indian school ancl therefore cannot be 
regarded as purely Chinese like the Tendai and Ifegon 
Schools.1 Though also it regards its own teaching quite na- 
turally as the only true teaching, and therefore of a higher 
order than that of the so-called Pure Mahayana Schools, it 
cannot be denied, that from the point of view of the develop- 
ment of Bucldhis11hought, the Hosso School, like the Sanron 
School, represents a form of preliminary Mahayana teaching. 
This Indian provenance ancl this preliminary character are 
the reason why the Hosso School is generally considered as

1 The Hosso School——meaning the School which teaches the 4Form 
of the Dharmas (i.e. Phenomena)J——founded by Hsiian-chuang (or 
Gen jo Sanzo, as called by the Japanese;, is the Chinese form of the 
Indian Vijnana or Yogacarya School, established by Asanga and 
Vasubandhu in the 4 th or 5th cen tirry a.d. Gen jo Sanzo lived from 
601-664 a.d.

The Sanron Schoo!一meaning the School of the 'Three Sastras 
(i.e. philosophical treatises)'—founded by Kichizo or Kajo Daishi (as 
called by the Japanese), is the Chinese form of the Indian Madhya- 
mika School, whose establishment is ascribed to Nagarjuna, who may 
have lived in the 2nd century a.d. Kajo Daishi lived from 549-623 a.d.

The Tendai School—meaning the School of the Tientai Mountains 
in Chekiang―is based on the Sadclharma Pundarika Sutra or Hokke 
Kyo and was ostablishecl, or Tnther systematized, by Chiki (or Chisha 
Daishi, as called by the Japanese), who lived from 531-597 a.d. and 
was its 3rd patriarch.

The Ke gon School―meaning the School of the Kegon Gyo or 
Avataihsakfi Sutra一is based on this text and was established or Tathet 
systematized by Hozo or Genju Daishi (as called, by the Japanese), 
who lived from 642-712 a.d. and was its 5th patriarch. 
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an earlier school, to which a place before the Tendai School 
and the Kegon School is assigned.

As a matter of fact, however, the Hosso School repre
sents a reaction not only again st the so-called £ nihilism? of 
the Sanron School, but also against the identity-teaching of 
thw Higher Mahayana Schools, especially that of thf Kegon 
School,——a quite deliberate return to a Nationalism7 from 
g'transcenclentalism,' regarded as vague ancl unsatisfactory. 
When we consider th£ ant agonism in China between Gen jo 
Sanzo (Hsiian-chuang) ? the founder of Iiosso, ancl Genju 
Daishi (Fa-tsang), the great Kegon patriarch, ancl when we 
remember the vehemence of the controversy which, still in 
the ninth century, in distant Japan, was waged bet ween th€ 
Hosso sect and the newly arisen Tendai sect, we can clearly 
see that the Hosso School considered itself vastly superior 
to the so-called Higher Mahayanism ancl objected not only 
to the transcenclentalism of the Kegon School, but also to 
that of the Tendai School.

The Tendai School,teaching a pantheistic realism, says 
that 4 all clharmas have true formJ (sho ho jisso), which 
means to say that all phenomena have absolute reality. The 
Kegon School,teaching a pantheistic idealism, acknowledges 
the universality of the mind, that is a panpsychism which 
considers all phenomena as the absolute mind itself. The 
Hosso School does not deny the existence of an absolute 
entity ； however, it makes of it the mere shadowy and dim 
background of the worlcl-theatre ancl does not allow it to 
take any active part in the performance. What is acting on 
the stage are the impersonifications of the individual human 
mind, which alone is acknowledged as really existing and as 
the only source, from which all phenomena emanate. To the 
Kegon axiom (yui shinf or 4the mind only? (i.e. the universal 
mind only) exists, the Hosso School opposes its principle of 
fyui shiki^ or 'the consciousness only' (i.e. the individual 
consciousness only) exists. Thus to a transcwdentai pan- 
psychism it opposes a snbjective psychologism, taking gteat
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pains in analysing it into its minutest details, by distingnisli- 
ing eight kinds of conscionsness (shiki or vijndnci), by de
monstrating the "seeds' stored np in the highest of
these consciousnesses (shiki No. 8 or dlayci vijndnci) ancl by 
mapping ont a phenomenology of men tai order th&t is indeed 
one of thf most ingenious systems of Bucldhist philosophy.

However, it is not our intention to enter here into the 
liigli-ways and by-ways of the Hosso philosophy. Also we do 
not propose to compare in detail this philosophy with, the 
Tenclai philosophy on the one side and with the Kegon philo
sophy on the other. Our present essay has a more general 
scope, intending to make a comparison of the most fnnda- 
mental points of the Hosso teaching with thos£ of Pnre 
Mahayana Buddhism, that is, with the views that are held 
in common by Tenclai as well as by Kegon, or by* the two 
Mahayana Schools whose metaphysics are most developed. 
We shall resume in the briefest possible way the arguments 
wliicli fundamentally divide th£ Hosso School from the Pnre 
JMaliayana Schools, hoping that even by such short outline 
the inner thonght of these schools will be nnclerstoocl mnch 
clearer.

The Hosso School is a Three Vehicle School(Triyanar 
San Jo), acknowledging three means of salvation for the 
Arhat, the Pratyekabnclclha, and the Bodhisattva; thf 
schools of transcendental Mahayanism are schools of the One 
Vehicle {Ek ay ana, I chi J o), acknowledging th€ only Bnddlia 
Vehicle. From the stanclpoint of the Hosso School the 
Three Vehicles are true (jitsu) and the One Vehicle is 
temporal (gon) and a mere artifice (hoben), while from 
the stanclpoint of the Higher Mahayana Schools the One 
Vehicle is true and the Three Vehicles are mere artifice. 
The Hosso School teaches moreover the origin of the uni
verse from the subjective al ay a vijnana, tht separa tion of 
the Noumenon from the Phenomena, and the differentiation 
of human beings into five classes. The schools of trans- 
cenclental Mahayana, on the contrary, teach the origin of 
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the universe from the absolute subst ance it self, the fnnda- 
m^ntal oneness of the Nonmenon ancl the Phenomena, ancl 
the essential sameness of human nature. This means to say 
that the Hosso School teaches, that the differences of human 
beings ancl th€ differences of the various clharmas (i.e. 
th 011ghts) are real;while the Higher Mahayana teaches, that 
these differences are only temporal,一all human beings and 
all clharmas being in thfir essence absolute ancl originally 
one and th€ same.

The Hosso School teaches the Middle Path. But it is 
the middle path of non-existence and non-emptiness, which 
st eers bet ween t hese two extremes, without neut ralizing t hem. 
The Middle Path of the Higher Mahayana Schools—the so- 
callecl 'TYue Middle Path'—does away with these two ex
tremes, by identifying them. The Hosso School says that 
the middle is neither existence nor emptiness ； the Higher 
Mahayana Schools say that it is existence as well as empti・ 
ness. The Middle Path of Hosso is that of comparison and 
combination; th£ Middle Path of the Higher Mahayana 
Schools is that ot ideirtificaticm. The one is the outcome of 
the principle of difference ； the other the out come of the 
principle of sameness.

We can also express it in this way, viz, that the Hosso 
School teaches the form (so) of the dharmas； the trans- 
cenclentai Mahayana Schools teach the nature (sho), i.e. 
essence cf the clharmas ； the one being a (School of Form7 
(so shu), dealing with the Phenomena, the others a £ School 
of NatureJ (sho shu), dealing with the Nonmenon. There
fore the distinction between the rationalist HossO School ancl 
the transcendentai Kegon and Tendai Schools resumes itself 
into a distinction between the Three Vehicles ancl the One 
Vehicle, or between the Buddhism of Form ancl the Bud
dhism of Nature, i.e. between Phenomenal Mahayanism ancl 
Nonmenal Mahayanism. As the Hosso School teaches the 
seeds (shu ji) of the clharmas, we might also describe the 
difference between this school and the Higher Mahayana 
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Schools to be a difference between the 4 Seed School' (shil 
shu) ancl the f Nature School' {sho shu) .x

These contrasts are, so to speak, pat ent. Eut if we enter 
still deeper into the teacliing of these two most fundamental 
tvpes of Mahayana Buddhism, Ave can construct the follow
ing differences between the One Vehicle and the Triple 
Vehicle r 1

The One Vehicle teaches thmt human beings possess only 
one nature and th a t all become Buclcllia {issho kai jo).

The Triple Vehicle teaches that human beings possess 
five natures and are individually clifferent (go slid kakic 
betsu') .3

1 These two terms were already used as contrasting terms in 
the Sastras, biit among modern scholars they were Hrst employed by 
Prof. Tokiwa, from whose book 'Busslid no Kenkyu1 (investigation 
on Buddha Nature,) we have condensed the following description.

- The term fTriple Vehicle' denotes the Hosso School only by ex
cluding the Sanron School. Though the Sanron School is commonly 
also classified as a Three Vehicle School, it is, in regard to the pro
blem of Buddha-nature, to be reckoned among the One Vehicle Schools. 
The Triple Vehicle means here ancl in the following the 'Seed SchooV 
(sliu shu), while the One Vehicle means the *Naiure School' (slid shu), 
一these being the terms used by Prof. Tokiwa.

3 A fundamental Hosso doctrine says that all human beings are 
to be divided into Five Classes, namely people having:

1. Sravaka nature一Shomon slid—Sravakayanilbhisamaya-gotrah.
2. Pra tyekaJ)uddha nature―Engalcu slid—Pratyekabuddhayana- 

bhisamaya-g ot rah.
3. Bodhisattva nature一Bosatsu slid—Tnthagatayanabhisamaya- 

gotrah.
4. Undetermined nature—f u jo slid—Aniyata-gotrah.
〇. No nature after all (i.e. complete absence of nature)一hikloyo 

mu slid—Agotrakah.
No.1.can gain no higher 'fruit' (i.e. effect) than that of an Arhat. 
No. 2. no higher 'fruit' than that of a Prntyekabuddhii. Class No. 3. 
attains Bucldhahood. Those belonging to class 4. can become e辻her 
Arhat, or Pratyeknbuddha, or Buddha, according to the degrees of 
their practice. The 5th class is barred from all grades of real enlighten
ment, not being favoured w辻h 'entering into the pnth of salvation/ 
and their highest attainment consists therefore in being reborn in one 
of the deva-heavens or as hnman beings ； those belonging to this last
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2
The One Vehicle teaches that all living creatures with

out exception possess Bucldha-nature (issai shu jo shitsu u 
bussho).

The Triple Vehicle teaches that a part of the living 
creatures does not possess Bucldha-nature (iehi l)un mu 
slid).

3
The One Vehicle understands the Bucldha-nature which 

is possessed by all, to be the Bucldha-nature of reason (ri 
bicssho), ancl as being iclentical with True Likeness (shiv 
叽リ〇).

The Triple 'Vehicle understands the Buclclha-nature 
which is not possessed by all, to be the Buclclha-nature of 
practice (gyo l)usshd), and as being identical with the origi
nally-possessed pure seeds (honnu mu ro shil ji).

4
The One Vehicle holds that the so-called beings who have* 

no Bucldha-nature (mu sho u jo) are the people who have 
no indirect causes by which their imiate reason-naturf of 
True Likeness (shin nyo ri shd\ which is the clirect cause 
of salvation, can be brought into appearance. So the lion
possession of Budclha-nature一from th£ point of view of the 
One Vehicle一depends merely upon the 11011-possession of 
class can never leave the three worlds, but must remain for ever in 
the st ream of transmigration.——Thus we see tha t this doc trine of Five 
Natures reserves the privilege of gaining Buddhahoocl to the selected 
few of Bodhisattva-nature, i.e. to the 3rd class and to a part of the 
4th class.

The Five Natures, as taught by the Kegon School, are not as 
many varieties of living beings, but five steps of spiritual progress一 

five different 'dwelling pos让ions' (ju i)—of one ancl the same being.. 
The 'go shF—-theory of Kegon could therefore be affirmed along wiith 
its 'issho kai jo 一theory, as it is essentially cliiferent from the 'go slid' 
—theory of Hosso. For the Hosso School the five nQtures are differ
ences of seeds and have a priori causes; for the Kegon School they 
have a posteriori causes.
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Hie indirect causes (mu en). Through a higher degree of 
religious practicf these inclirect causes will however be sup- 
pliecl and the latent Budclha-nature will reveal itself.

Thus in the One Vehicle teaching the so-called Icchan- 
tika or people who, for the timm being, are excluded from 
salvation； are called 1 mu en no shu jo,7 i.e. (people who have 
no indirect cause/ namely no religious practice. However, 
it would be wrong to call them 'mu in no shu jo/ i.£. "people 
who have no clirect cause, namely no Buclclha-nature which 
is considered to be changeable as well as unchangeable.

The Triple Vehicle holds that the beings who have no 
Buclclha-iiature are the people who have no direct cause of 
salvation, namely no a priori pure seeds (honniし mu to shu 
ji) ancl will for ever be deprived of such seeds. This 11011- 
possession of any clirect causes (mu in) excludes them for 
ever from salvation, ancl even the highest degree of religious 
practice would be of no avail to them.

Thus in the Three Vehicle teaching the Icchantika or 
people who for ever are excluded from salvation, are called 
4 mu in no shu jo, i.e. (people who have no clirect cause/ 
namely no original pure seeds. However, it would be wrong 
to call them f mu en no shu jo/ i.e. (people who have no 
indirect cause/ xiamfly no True Likeness of Beason-Na tare 
which is considered to be entirely static ancl unchangeable.5

The One Vehicle takes the absolute nature itself, that 
is, the universal True Likeness, as the foundation for re
ligious prac tice.

The Triple Vehicle takes the a priori pure seeds as the 
foundation for religious practice.6

The One Vehicle connects a twofold meaning with the 
Absolute (shin ni/〇'), namely that of unchangeableness (fu 
hen) and that of d<?pendent origination (zui en). This 
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means that the Absolute it self never changes, yet neverthe
less produces the whole universe, involving imiumerable 
changes. The One Vehicle consequently considers that alaya 
vijnana (ar ay ci shiki) possesses the two meanings of en- 
lightenmgnt (kaku) and non-enlightenment (れし kaku'). Shin 
nyo and araya shiki, from the point of view of the One 
Vehicle, are therefore in the relationship of 'not one7 and 
'not clifferent,' i.e. their relation is monistic.

The Triple Vehicle considers shin nyo as an entirely 
transcendent entity (mu i ho or asamskrita dharma') being 
without any impurities (mu ro), and unchangeable, while 
it considers araya sliiki. as a phenomenal entity (u i ho or 
saniskrita dharma) containing impurities (u to) , and being 
changeable. Shin nyo and araya shiki, from the point of 
view of the Triple A^ehicle, are therefore quite different, i.e, 
their relation is dualistic. 7

The One Vehicle acknowledges that impurity (u to) can 
change into purity (m.u to ), namely that the impure araya 
shiki can be transformed into a pure araya shiki, or that th£ 
effect of the pure mind can be brought out from an impure 
mincl. This conviction lies at the bottom of the One Vehicle 
theorv, that there is "no necessity to cut away the nature of 
evir (sho aku fu clan).

The Triple Vehicle does not acknowledge that impure 
seeds (u ro shu ji) can be transformed into pure seeds (mu 
ro shit ji), but that a change can only be performed by 
cut ting away or destroying the impure seeds by the power 
of the pure seeds, namely by replacing impure seeds by pure 
seeds. The axiom of the Triple Vehicle 'by changing 
vijnana one attains wisdomJ (ten jiki toku clii)1 is to be 
under stood in this meaning. Therefore whoever does not 
possess pure seeds, can never give birth to the effect of 
purity.

1 That is to sny, tlie 'great perfect mirror-wisdoni* (dai en I'ijO1
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The One Vehicle considers the harmonization of the ob

jective reason (ri) and of the subjective wisdom (c加)as its 
goal, and this harmonization is reached by the transforma・ 
tion of the impure vijnana into a pure vijiiana,—the final 
harmony between ri and chi being represented by amaia 
vijnana, the ninth consciousness.

The Triple Vehicle places the 4 right wisdom? {slid chi) 
and £True LikenessJ or 4Suchness? {nyo nyo) for ever into 
opposition, so that the Absolute or 'Suchness7 remains al
ways the object for the £right wisdom,? and there is no pos
sibility of unifying this subjective wisdom with the objective 
truth.

If we look for similarities between the One Vehicle and 
the Triple Vehicle, we can find them in the two following 
facts:

丄. Both recognize that the Beason-Nature of True Like
ness (ri sho shin nyo) is universal to all living creatures, or 
that all living creatures possess thf Buddha-Nature of Ab
solute Reason (n bussho).

2. Both recognize that religious practic£ is needed in 
order to become Bncldha.

Regarding the first similatity, th£ reader will remember 
that, from the point of view of the Triple Vehicle, even such 
people who have no original pure seeds, and who are there- 
fore for ever excluded from salvation, i.e. the Icchantika, 
are nevertheless in possession of the True Likeness of Reason 
Nature, which however is considered to be entirely static and 
unchangeable. Of course the other two classes of beings, 
which according to the Hosso teaching cannot become Bud
dhas, also possess this True Likeness of Reason Nature. Thus 
the axiom of the Triple Vehicle, i.e. of Hosso, that a part of 
the living beings does not possess Buclclha-nature, really 
means to sny that a part of the living beings does not possess 
c加)，by which the innerniost nature of all beings is seen face to face. 
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such Buddha-nature that will enable them to become Bud
dhas.

From the point of view of Ekayana, the possession of 
Bndclha-nature necessarily implies the ultimate attainment 
of actual Bucldhahood, and the expression: £creatui*es thnt 
have no Bucldha-nature? becomes synonymous with the ex
pression :c creatures that can never become Bucldha.J The 
real exist ence of such ere a tures is acknowledged by Hosso 
only ； for the Ekayana they are merely hypothetical. 110ゝヾ・ 

ever, the Ekayana use of the term gained currency value in 
the discussions on the Hosso philosophy, perverting in some 
way the Hosso-axiom.

Consequently, if it is stated here, that both the One 
Vehicle ancl the Triple Vehicle recognize that all living 
creatures possess the Bucldha-Nature of Absolute Reason (rt 
bussho), the whole emphasis is placed on the expression 
f absolute reason? (ri). The One Vehicle and the Triple 
Vehicle are in accord, that all creatures possess a Bucldha- 
nature considered as an entirely abstract entity ； but they 
disagree fundamentally in regard to the general possession 
of a Buddha-natuxe, that is considered as an absolute clyna・ 
mic power.

In regard to the other similarity between the One 
yehicle and the Triple Vehicle the following observation 
must be made: assuredly, both recognize that religious pi'ac- 
tice is needed, in order to become Buclclha. However, by 
the fact thnt the One Vehicle applies this practice to the 
absolute substance of True Likeness, considering it as the 
direct cause of salvation, while the Triple Vehicle applies its 
practice to the a priori pure se^ds, considering them as the 
direct cause of salvation, ancl True Likeness only as the in- 
direct cause, we may conelucle that tliese two 'houses' or 
schools of Buddhism are also here fundamentally in disac
cord. All other differences follow from these two differences 
that appear outwardly as similarities.

Prof. Tokiwa, whose views we have resumed and partly 
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interpreted here, is however not satis五eel with merely point
ing out the differences ancl similarities of the One Vehicle 
ancl the Triple Vehicle. He is at pains to evaluate their 
strong points ancl their weak points, and proposes the crea
tion of a new and perfect Buddhist system of metaphysics, 
hy eliminating the weak points of the £Nature School7 as 
well as of the Seed School,7 ancl by harmonizing their good 
points.

The good points of the One Vehicle, as understood by 
Prof. Tokiwa, are :

1. The One Vehicle makes the nniverse originate from 
the Absolute (shin nyo or l)hutatathatd), ancl 2. consequent
ly acknowledges the existence of the power of enlightenment 
inside the subjec tive consciousness {al ay a vijndna). Hereby 
the One Vehicle identifies the ideal world with the real world.

The weak points of the One Vehicle as he sees them, are :
1. Its vague ancl conflicting interpretations of 'Eud- 

■dha-nature, ^bussho).
By taking its stand on the world beyond, where objec- 

tive truth (n) ancl subjective wisdom (chi') are harmonized, 
all people are considered actually to possess Buclclha-nature 
(or to be Buddhas). But the world beyond is the worlcl of 
the absolute wisdom, or the world of effect (hum), while the 
problem of Bucldha-natare belongs to the sphere of subjec- 
tive consciousness (shiki) in the world of cause (in). The 
One 'Vehicle fails to make a sharp distinction between cause 
ancl effect.

It deepened and widened the meaning of ^Buclclha- 
natureJ by identifying it with the 'womb of the Budclha' 
(nyorai zo or tathdc/atagar'bha). At the same time, how
ever, it thereby became a term of various colours, since we 
can distinguisli at 1 east three meanings of 'Nyorai zo,:

First may we consider it as synonymons with c shin nyof 
(True Likeness) or (nyo nyo} (Likeness-Likeness) or (hok- 
ly.aV (Dharma-world),一each of these three terms being above 
comparison, as each includes all purity ancl impurity. Hence 
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arises the idea that nyorcii zd is the fundamentai origin of 
birth and cleath (shO ji or transmigration—saw sura ') as well 
as of Nirvana (nekan). The view that Nyorai zo is the 
fuiiclamentai origin of Nirvana leads to the second meaning 
given to this term, namely that of 、卩 sho sho jo shin/ i.e. the 
absolute pure mind, or £hosshin? {dharmakdya), while the 
view that Nyorai zo is the fundamentai origin of birth and 
death leads to the third meaning given to this term, namely 
that it is identicnl with 'sin? {l)onnd) or with "all common 
peopleJ {shu jo, sattva).

According to the first interpreta tion the Buddha-nature 
is a combination of purity and impurity ； according to the^ 
second view it is all purity； according to the thirci it is all 
impurity. Among these various meanings, attributed to the 
term (Buclclha-nature,? it is indeed difficult to discover the 
real meaning.

2. Its vague views ou 1 ignorance5 (diu myo—mental 
darkness or avidya).

The One Vehicle neither explains the origin of ignorance 
which is inherent in its system, nor the relation between 
ignorance ancl the Absolute (between onu myo ancl shin nyo? 
between avidya ancl lyliutatathata). The One Vehicle con
siders this origin and this relation merely as 'beyond our 
comprehensionJ (fu shigi, a term which corresponds to the 
Sanskrit acintya or acitta, meaning: beyoncl the realm of 
mentation, beyoncl under standing, inconceivable or mysteri
ous) . Mu myo is saicl to be 'without beginning? (mu shi). 
and the infinence of Mn myo upon Shin nyo is described as 
an 411comprehensible perfuming? (fu shigi kun). Similarily 
the origination of the universe from the unchangeable Ab
solute (fu hen shin nyo) is called an <incomprehensible 
change? (fu shigi hen).

The Triple Vehicle wishes to escape from this vagueness 
of the One Vehicle, and that is considered by Prof. Tokiwa 
as the good point of this school. It makes a clear distinction 
between the Phenomenal and the Absolute (1¢ i and mu •?, sa)h- 
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skrita and asamskrita), between impurity ancl pnrity (u to 
and mu ro), between the world of canse (dn) and the world 
of effect (kwa). It endeavours not to lower the absolute True 
Likeness to the level oi the plienomenal world and confines 
the explanation of this actual world to the activities of the 
subjective mincl (dlaya vijndna). It makes of the impure 
a lay a vijnana一the store-liouse consciousness furnished with 
unclean seeds—the fundamental origin of all phenomena, 
and has no need to recur to a special mu myo- or avidya- 
entity，in order to explain the origin of all phenomena. 
While mu myo, in the One Vehicle schools, is a great mys- 
tery, whose origin cannot possibly be explained, it is for the 
Triple Vehicle simply the result of the activity of vijnana 
No. 7, wliicli mistakes the 'seeing part' (kem bun) of vijnana 
No. 8 for an ego ancl thereby gives rise to all false concep
tions.

The world-view of the Triple Vehicle, as resumed above, 
may be called sober and rntional, as it always seeks for posi- 
tive causes. Even in the logical construetion of this system, 
however there is a weak point, namely the doctrine that 'thf 
originally-possessed pure seeds depend on, and are attaclied 
to, alaya vijnana? One theory is that the originally-pure 
seeds depend on, and are attaclied to, the 'form part' (sd 
lun) of alaya-vijnana ； another theory is that they depend 
on, and are attached to? the "self substance part'(か tai l)un) 
of alaya vijnana.

They are considered "to depend on and to be attached 
to' alaya vijnana, because, being originally pure, they could 
not be possessed by, or included in, an alaya vijnana of im
pure nnt ure. What then is the precise difference bet ween 
the conception of "depending on and being attached to,' and 
the other of "being possessed by' or "included in'? Again 
if there be a clear difference, how can a priori pure seeds 
(asam.skritci) depend on and be attachecl to an impure pheno
menal (sathskrita) entity? The Hosso scholars do not give 
any satisfactory answer to this question. They fail to make 
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clear how a priori pure bijas can be the driving power of 
plienomenal alaya vijfiana of impure nature. Here a dis
crepancy arises which weakens the sober ratiolialism of the 
Yui Shiki system, as it introduces an iiicongruent sup£i> 
□atural element into its plienomenology.

These weak points of the Triple Vehicle, as well as of 
the One Vehicle, Prof. Toliiwa proposes to eliminate.

The One Vehicle ought, accordingly to descend a step 
from its pinnacle of True Lik-eness {shin nyo) or Womb of 
the Absolute {nyorcii zd} ancl to base its theory of universal 
Bucldha-nature directly on alaya vijnana.

The Triple Vehicle, in order to gtt riel of its weak points, 
ought to select one of the two following ways : wither it must 
acknowledge that from impure seeds {u ro shil ji) there can 
arise pure clharmas {mu ro ho), which would clear the way 
for ail alaya vijnana of truly uniform character, having no 
need for any a priori pure seeds, in order to be purified. Or, 
a second way of purging the Hosso teaching from its weak
nesses would be the change of its cloctrine regarding thw 
originally-possessed pure seeds {lion nu mu ro shu ji), by 
developing it from an £ichi bun e fu} theory (a tbeory which 
main tains, that only a part of the people possess the origi- 
n ally-pure seeds, depending on, and being attached to, alaya 
vijnana) into a (zem l)un e fu} theory (a theory which con- 
tends that all people possess th€ originally-pure seeds, de
pending on and being attached to, alaya vijnana).

In this way the One Vehicle teaching and the Triple 
Vehicle teaching would be brought into line and harmony 
between the two established.

The common ground on which, according to Tokiwa, 
the teachings of both 'houses' coulcl meet, is the alaya 
vijnana theory of the ' Sho Dai Jo Ron' and of the "Ki Shin 
Ron.' The £Sho Dai Jo Ron'—or (Mahayana Samparigraha 
Sastra/ by Asanga, which is a Hosso authority一under
stands alaya vijnana to be a connexion of impure parts {zem 
ma bun) and pure parts {sho jo bun). The "Ki Sliin Ron'一 
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or ' Mahayana Sraclclliopacla Sastia,' attributed rightly or 
wrongly to Asvaghoslia, a great authority for all Pnre Maha
yana Schools一understands alaya vijnana as possessing the 
two meanings of enlightenment (kciku) and non-enlighten- 
nient (fu kaku or mu my o'). Though the point of departure 
of the one sastra is the idea of impurity, and that of the 
other the idea of enlightaiment, they meet in the conception 
of alava vijliana, regarding which the views of the two texts- 
are similar.

"I think''—concludes Tokiwa—"that out real form 
(jisso) is shown best by these theories, i.e. of £Sho Dai Jo 
Ron' ancl 4Ki Shin Ron.' If the Three Vehicle House would 
aclopt the idea of enlighternnent (〃必”) from the One Vehi
cle House, ancl if the One Vehicle House would aclopt the 
idea of impurity {zem ma) from the Three Vehicle House, 
then the Budclha-nature theory of the Bucldhist teaching of 
the past would reach the most developed formulation." 
Though, this connexion of the One Vehicle House ancl the 
Three Vehicle House, on the basis of the alaya vijnana teach
ing of the (Sho Dai Jo Ron' and the 'Ki Shin Ron,' may 
outwardly appear a return to Bucldhist origins, when Bud
dhism was not yet divided into Triyana ancl Ekayana 
Schools, yet it would, according to Tokiwa, really mean a 
neAv deve!〇卩ment, namely the establishment of an. ideal ancl 
])erfect Buddha-nature theory, whereby Buddhist meta- 
physics would be placed on a new ancl solid foundation, 
combining the strongest points of the Triyana ancl Ekayana 
teachings.

This resume of the noted Japanese scholar's views will 
he found helpful to a proper understanding of the distine- 
tions which separate the Hosso teaching from that of the 
Higher Mahayana Schools. At the same time the reader 
may by it be enabled to grasp the deeper thoughts underly
ing the Ekayana. Nevertheless we wish to make it clear 
thmt we cannot accept the learned author's views in regard 
to the bearing of his proposed changes, and that we feel 
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FQthet sceptical concerning the possibility of harmonizing 
the Triple Vehicle and the One Vehicle.

The author says: "By adopting (zem l)un e fu setsu' 
(i.e. the theory of original pure seeds depending on and 
adhering to the alaya vijnana of all people) instead of 'ichi 
bun e fu setsu' (i.-e. the theory of original pure seeds de
pending on and adhering to the alaya vijnana of a part of 
the people), Yni Shiki (i.e. the philosophy of Hosso) will 
really come to accept the £nature of understandingJ (ge sho) 
inside alaya vijnana, namely it will acknowledge the 'pure 
part'(】o bun) of alava vijnana, and the meaning of 'en- 
light^nment' (haku) insicle alaya vijnana； and. by snch 
slight adjustments the fnnclamentai theory of Yui Shiki will 
not come to grief in any way and. will not be affeeted even 
to the slightest degree/?一To ns these adjustments seem, on 
the contrary, so far-reaching in their bearing, that they 
amonnt to a complete revolution of the Hosso teaching. 
Hosso, adjusted in this way, wonlcl indeed be no longer 
Hosso.

The learned, author again says that the theory of five 
natures especially, so characteristic of the Hosso philosophy, 
■would not be obliterated by his proposed, adjustments. But 
how can the theory of Five Natures be harmonized, with the 
theory of One Nature ? How can th£ principle of Difference 
be harmonized with the principle of Sameness ? The only 
truly philosophical solution to this problem, in the history 
of Buddhism, has been offered by the teaching of Iclentity 
of the Tenclai and Kegon Schools, to which however Tokiwa 
objects, as it confuses thw world of cause ancl the world of 
effect.

This transcenclental philosophy of Tenclai ancl Kegon 
does not seem to have been taken fully into consicleration by 
the karnecl author in his estimate of the One Vehicle. He 
does not thrash 01it the pros ancl cons which might be evinced 
in regard to the metaphysics of these t、vo schools,一a very 
painful process indeed, but through which one has to go, 
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before the tlieoretical fomiclations of a new ancl perfect Bud
dhism can be established. Tokiwa contents himself with 
eliminating; in a casual manner, what he considers the weak 
points of Triyana and Ekayana, and combines their good 
points.

Can we however, by such a procedure, really get a new 
philosophy ? Or would we not ultimately be faced by an 
artificial and illogical construction only? Combining the 
good points of Triyana ancl Ekayana can mean anything or 
nothing. Only by isolating each of the many metaphysical 
problems of Buddhism, by discussing them critically, ancl 
by comparing the conflicting answers given by tht various 
schools to each problem, can we discover without failing into 
contraclictions, if such a combination is possible.

Tokiwa objects to the avowal of incomprehensibility of 
some fundamentai theorems advanced by the One Vehicle 
House. Eut is it possible to make everything comprehensi
ble! Is not the open avowal of incomprehensibility a proof 
rather of the sincerity of the One Vehicle teacliing ? Tokiwa 
objects also to the introduction of supernatural elements into 
the teacliing of the Three Vehicles. Yet is it possible to 
reject such supernatuYal elements from any philosophical 
system which is not averse to religion ? If the Hosso philo
sophy admits them, is it not simply accepting the inevitable, 
because of its teaching being not only a philosophical, but 
also a religions one ? Both weaknesses to which Tokiwa ob
jects, seem to，us unavoidable, ancl inherent in any system 
which desires to explain eternal truths by the reasoning of 
the human mind, ancl any efforts to eraclicate such weak
nesses seem to us futile ancl destined to deceive him who 
attempts them.

By adopting the £Sh6 Dai Jo Ron' and the 'Ki Shin 
Ron' as the basis, the problem of impurity and enlighten
ment and their relation to purity and unenliglitenment is 
certainly not brought nearer its solution. Or is the relation 
between mu myo and. al ay a vijndna in the "Ki Shin Ron' 
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teaching not quite as iiicomprelieiisible as the relation be- 
tween mu myo and shin nyo in the so-called One Vehicle 
teaching ? And cannot the same be saicl of the relation 
between purity ancl alaya vijnana in the £Sho Dai Jo Ron? 
teaching, as compared with the other Three Vehicle tcaching ? 
The fSho Dai Jo Ron? and the 'Ki Shin Ron? consider alaya 
vijnaya as a variety of shin nyo, ie an a priori substance 
of absolute purity and enlightenment, involving as an ele- 
meiit of tension another contradictory element, namely im
purity ancl nnenlightenment, which however does not in the 
least depreciate the unity ancl absoluteness of the a priori 
substance. This axiom is perhaps the most incomprehensible 
among all metaphysical axioms advanced by the various Bud- 
dhist schools, ancl therefore the least likely to give general 
satisfac tion.

Moreover we cannot possibly lay the foundation of a 
new Buddhism by paying attention only to the theoretical 
schools ancl ignoring the practical schools. By practical 
schools ve understand those of the Zen sect, and Japanese 
Buddhism as it has developed since the Kamakura Era, i.e. 
the Nembutsu and Nichiren Sects. This Buddhism has de- 
liberately turnecl away from philosophy, expecting all from 
intuition, belief or prayer. Thus would it appear that the 
Buddhism of that country which may be regarded as repre- 
sentative of the most advanced ancl vigorous Buddhism, i.e. 
Japan, considers theory of little worth, though it includes 
a fair number of Buddhist scholars who are engaged in the 
noble Avork of research in Euddhist philosophy.

At any rate, before laying the new foundation of Bud
dhist metaphysics, we have to consider the relationship of 
Buddhist theory to Buclclhist practice, and to answer the 
Question, how any funclamentai change in the theory may 
react on its practice. A metaphysical founclation which does 
not agree with the practical stand of the above-mentioned 
schools would certaindy not be to their liking,

Bruno Petzold


